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Aristotle was a colossus of human intelligence. Not only because he 
held the number one position on philosophy but also because he extracted, 
science from it ; which he is considered the father of Aristotle apportioned 
his intellectual powers in each area of philosophical thought - metaphysics, 
epistemology and evaluation-with inconceivable systematic conception, 
facility, sound judgment and harmony. 

In the present commentary which is concerned with the economic ideas 
of the Stagiraen philosopher we will not hesitate to emphasize right from 
the beginning the various phenomena of Economics which he is also consi
dered the father l, of problems which occupied him and which continue to 
torment economists today after the passage of so many centuries. It is the
refore fitting that the majority of historians of Economics, when starting 
out from the ancient Greek writers, particularly emphasize the work of Ari
stotle since in regard to economics he is much superior to the rest and also 
because his ideas from the past can still reacn into the science of the present. 

The economic ideas of Aristotle are developed mainly in the following 
works : "Politics", "Nicomachean Ethics", "Rhetoric", "Economics" and 
"Rhetoric to Alexander". 

In the present commentary we will refer ourselves mainly to "Politics" 

1. H. MacLeod : History of Economics, London, 1896, p. 51 and A. Souchon : Les 
Théories Économiques dans la Grèce Antique, Paris, 1898, p. 28 while E. Roll (History 
of Economic Thought, London, 1948, Greek transi, p. 22) considers Aristotle the first 
economic analyst. 
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and "Nicomaohean Ethics" in which he takes delight in economics in parti
cular. Both these writings of Aristotle been translated into Latin by the end 
of the twelfth century in Spain and after penetrated to the Christian West. 

Concerning related phenomena we referred to in his "Economics" writ
ten around the 3rd century B.C., which has wrongly been doubted to be 
Aristotle's work. This doubt dates from the beginning of the 19th century. 
Thus Niebuhr in his article "Uber das Zweite Buch des Oeconomical" 
published in "Kleine Historische und Philosophische Schriften"/Bonn, 
1828, pp. 412 - 417) maintains that the unclassical manner of writing and 
the historical ignorance in mentioning well-known generals of Alexander 
The Great, as if they were unknown, does not allow us to identify the writer, 
of the "Economics" as Aristotle2. Andreades, however, accepts the work 
as the oral lectures of Aristotle written by a student of his, since the relevant 
opinions are formulated briefly and unclearly.3 

In the "Economics" Andreades finds rich material concerning ancient 
financial matters and proceeds to divide them into Boyal Economy, Satrapic 
Economy, Tyrannical Economy and Political Economy.4 

Under the category of the Royal Economy he discerns the various 
kinds and the nature of the general expenses of the State, under the Satrapie 
category are provisions and currency and under the tyrannical category are 
found income from the earth-produce from the country's land-income from 
commerce, from customs, from pasturage and from various other sources. 

And in his "Politics" (Book 4, VI, 4) Aristotle refers himself to finan
cial matters, devoting pages to the tyrannt 's manner of administration, 
the demagogic nature of the tyrannies and its consequences, its great re
quirements and because of these the increase of income by taxing of private 
property, indirect taxes, public works etc.5 

* * * 

Aristotle analyses Economics according to ethical principles and exa
mines it microeconomically and macroeconomically. He based economics 
on needs, analyzed their nature and proceeded to isolate the economic goods 

2. A. Andreades : Works, Vol. I; Concerning the financial theories of Aristotle; p. 26. 

3. A. Andreades : p. 27. 

4. A. Andreades : p. 29. 

5. Concerning these see H. Francotte . Les Finances des Cités Greques, Paris, 1909. 
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by which economic needs are satisfied; he talks about production and the 
factors involved, the distribution of labor, the significance of the primary, 
the secondary and the tert iary sectors, and the stages in the development 
of the economy. He also examines the phenomenon of economy of an area, 
of economic development and prosperity of the basis of the most well-thought 
out financial policy, using deduction and induction as the scalpel of his 
thuded, thereby influencing not only own times, but the Middle Ages and 
modern times as well, even Adam Smith himself.6 Nevertheless, he also in
cluded the subjective perception of value,7 so that the influence of his in
tellectual work, as is shown, continues to appear up till the present time ; 
thus he has influenced economic thought more than anyone else throughout 
History. And this work of his would have been more significant if Aristotle 
as well as the other Greek philosophers, had not occupied himself with the 
host of other problems that he worked on. Moreover, we must not let the fact 
escape us that during Aristotle's t ime the ancient Greek classical world was 
going through a period of struggles. This is the reason why the preservation 
of those values on which Aristotle's triumph is founded was already being 
attempted from Socratic times. And therefore to the ancient Socratic philo
sophers8 science was also secondary to ethics and it is this fact which is 
opposed to the disease of individualism which the City-State (Polis) cir
cumscribes through moral laws to its advantage. 

This ethical stance also dictated the mobilization to secure the defense 
of the City-State against invasions and internal rebellion. Thus, the Socratics 
had a principle contrary to that of the individualism of the Sophists consi
dered the city-state to exist on man's behalf, man who was, according to 
Pythagoras, the measure of all things and society according to Hippias was 
constructed and did not naturally exist. For the Sophists the Republic was 
of secondary importance to men and that 's why the local element for them 
ceeded its position to the cosmopolitan. This is elucidated by the fact that 
the majority of the Sopnists were emigrants practicing the trade of merchant. 

The Socratic writers, as is known, placed the whole problem of the Re
public basically on the ethical question connecting the economic problem 

6. Kalitsounakis ; Istoria tis Politikis Oikonomias (in Greek), Athens, 1929. 
p. 7.3. 

7. L. Th. Houmanidis: «E ipokoimeniki peri axias theoria apo tis epohis ton phy-
siocraton mehri simera», (in Greek), Athens, 1954, pp. 26, 28. 

8. L. Th. Houmanidis: Historia Oikonomikon Theorion, Athens, 1976, Chapter A. 
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to this as well9. Nevertheless, the Socratics in examining economies from 
within ethics, were the pioneers of the path which would be followed many 
centuries later by Smith, Sismondi, Saint Simon and other writers. 

It is a fact, however, that the final aim of the Republic was moral per
fection through its political organization, its social and legal order, through 
which economic order would meet with success ; it was occupied more with 
politics than economics. Above all we must not forget the fact that the ma
terial world of the ancient Greeks did not develop as fast as their intellectual 
world. 10 

According to the Socratics the whole came from the part, which, however, 
was subject to the whole, and developed because of it, and thus the City-
State alone was capable of realizing a regime of virtue and the insurance of 
self-sufficiency. Concerning that Aristotle characteristically said: "For the 
whole must necessairly be prior to the part ". "I t is clear therefore that 
it is also prior by nature to the individual for if each individual, when sepa
rate is not self-sufficient he must be related to the whole state as other parts 
are to their whole." 11 Consequently the City-State is above the individual 
and the family and no one can establish a condition of self-sufficiency with
out it. 12 

Self-sufficiency is acceptable only when it is considered as a means 
toward the service of virtue, because otherwise the individual is estranged 
from it through his weakness, while the City-State through the laws of virtue 
adjusts the individual to it. Therefore, the Socratic writers, are Voluntarists. 
For the Socratics there are no natural laws leading to peace and order and 
social justice; but rather they rely on the intervention of the city-state for 
their achievement. 

However, according to the Socratics, this economy based on morality 
was only able to be proposed by a certain class of men who taught virtue, 
the philosophers, the only ones capable of advising the Republic on what 
was to be done. This point of view will also be adopted by Romam writers 

9. A. Souchon: Les Théories Économiques, p. 32. 

10. Ibid, p. 48. 

11. Aristotle: Politics, A. 20, 25, 1253a. And in another part of Politics he says: 
«at the same time we ought not to think that any of the citizens belongs to himself, but 
that all belong to the State, for each is a part of the State». (VIII, 1-2, 1337a 25). 

12. Aristotle: Politics, 1, 1253a, 20-30. 
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while the Church Fathers during the Middle Ages knowing better than any
one else the world of God will be the only ones allowed to offer advise to the 
sovereigns from the viewpoint of Christian morality. On the other hand, 
because of religious reform 13 and also because of material conditions, the 
mercantilist writers breaking away from the moral limitations of the Scho
lastics and as a reaction to their ascétisme will, between the 16th and 18th 
centuries advise the sovereign 14 according to the triad, population-wealth-
power15. Then the founders of economic science, the Physiocrates, will 
appear, the economists who either through their advice to the King such 
as those who brought about an increase of net product, or as supporters of the 
law of personal interest such as the classicists or with pronouncements in 
favor of national economy such as List, or with revolutionary prophecies 
such as Marx, or by calling for the strengthening of effective demand such 
as Keynes. 

*** 

The Socratics had peered into human nature and diagnosed its imper
fections, hence they were irresolute in facing the accumulation of wealth 
by individuals since such an individual could, if not controlled, be harmful 
to the Republic. And that is the reason why none of them ever attempted 
to distinguish between the economy of an individual and the economy of 
the City-State.16 

There are a host of harsh observations concerning speculators and those 
infictling damage on the City-State to be met in the works of the ancient 
tragedians but most caustically in the works of writers of comedy, such as 
Aristophanes.17 

13. L. Th. Houmanidis: Istoria Oikonomi on Theorion, (in Greek), Athenas 1976. 
Chapter IV and Istoria Oikonomikou Viou, (in Greek), Athens, 1977, Book C. > 

14. Ibidem. 

15. A. Fanfani: Storia delle Dottrine Economiche, Milano-Messina, 1955, pp. 145 
and on. 

16. A. Souchon: p. 32. 

17. Aristophanes ridiculed the counterfeiters (Frogs, 720-725) and the Wealthy 
Patrocles for his refusal to bring down the triumvirate (Clouds, 835-837 and Plutus, 85). 
Also thoughout the duration of the Peloponessian War the «black market» flourished so 
that many confessed to being speculators as Patrocles and Philon (Frogs, 1.500, 1.505, 
1.510). Lysias also presents to us the speculators in wheat who sold the wheat at higher 
prices than its value set by the Gity-State which intervened to fix its price (against wheat 
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Thus the ideas of the Socratics turned the inquiry from the plane of 
metaphysics to the rationalism of life through virtue. Souehon says correctly 
concerning that : "The Greeks did not consider Political Economy save as 
morality ; it was a subhead of m o r a l i t y . . . . " . The work of the Socratics 
was nothing more than a clear exhortation promoting the idea, of sacrifice 
for the sake of the City-State. 18 

However, we must not forget, as has been proven, that the Socratics 
endeavored to restore the disturbed balance of the Republic. 

Their reform endeavors were not absent in the midst of this obscure 
situation and this dangerously disturbed the social balance, particularly 
during the PeloponessianWar, hence stremgthening the tendency toward an 
irregular increase of profits, a psychological consequence of the hazardous 
enterprises during the War. On the other hand, the increase in the number 
of slaves set up an obstacle to those free laborers seeking employment in 
the cities and the countryside, so that unemployment and oppressive wor
king conditions were the norm in labor relations from the 4th cen tury 
B.C. But the particular kind of thinking that held labor to be an occupa
tions without merit for free men, resulted in those with intellectual capa
bilities and material capital starting to dabble in politics, in various parasitic 
occupations or in the preaparation of various political plots by which finally 
the city-state and they themselves were destroyed. Branches of production 
which could have been put motion remained unutilized because they did 
not yield the profits of more speculative endeavors. 

When the Socratics started up within this environment of decline in the 
ancient classical world with the acute state of the economic problems emerging 
simulatneously, the piercing mind of Thucidides emerged, to make obser
vations regarding the state of economics at that t ime . 1 9 

dealers, 16. Their profits reached 30%, 50% and then 100% (Aristotle, Politics, 1.11. 
1259a). 

18. A. Souehon: p. 34-35. 

19. For the economic ideas of Thucydides, besides W. Roscher [Sull Rapporte dell' 
Economia Politica con L' Antichitâ Classica (Italian translation) in «Biblioteca di Sto-
ria Economica (Pareto), Milano 1903 pp. 12-13] who emphasizes that in the eight books 
of the works of Thucydides he could not fine even one mistake in his economic thought 
see also S. B. Smith: The Economics in Thucydides» in Harvard Studies in Classical Phi
lology, 1940, p. 267 and L. Annibaletto: Introduzione alia Guerra del Peloponneso del 
Thucidide, Ed. Mondaddori, 1952, Vol. 1-11, both of whom agreed with this evaluation 
of Thucydides. 



In any case, whether because of conditions or because of philosophical 
principles, during ancient classical times, the economy remained second in 
importance to the ethical perfection which prevailed in the thought of So
crates 20 and especially of Aristotle, who developed his thoughts concerning 
morality at a time, when the support of healthy political demands and values 
had been overthrown and people performed less for the sake of the whole 
than for their individual interest. 21 

This position of Aristotle is particularly emphasized today, when 
economists are attempting to solve the economic problem at the moment 
where the keenest political and ethical problem exists. Today, everyone is 
seeking economists capable of confronting the economic problem forgetting 
that none of them are able to succeed when political and moral order has 
been disturbed. 22 

Aritotle lived within a climate of decay, just as Fichte, Kant, Hegel, 
Carlyle and Shelling, and he attempted during his time, to inspire a new 
philosophy and sociology223 of life, based on the Republic, with its perfe
ction his final aim. 

The basic aim of Aristotle was the study of the world, tue knowledge 
of this on behalf of the City-State, and the promotion of values on its benalf · 

We must not forged that Aristotle had as an example the sacrifice of Socrates 
on behalf of the laws of the Republic23 and the preservation of values 
which had been created in the workshop of time. 

20. A. Souchon: p. 48. 
21. This was emphasized by the Philosophy Professor the late S. Kyriazopoulos: 

«Politica aitia tis ethikis tou Aristotelous», (in Greek), loannina, 1971, p. 18. 

22. In my work «Istoria Oikonomikou Viou» (in Greek), p. 449, referring to the 
economic situation in France under Louis XVI, I write:«He (Louis XVI) consigned eco
nomics to Turgot, to whose lot it fell to heal the wounds which the king and the Prime 
Minister had brought on the already injured France. But despite the generous endeavors 
of Turgot it was proved, as it s always proved, that no economist is able to succeed in a 
state which suffers morally and which is governed by the incompetent». 

22a. Joseph Schumpeter says that Aristotle was the first to set the foundations of 
Sociology and combined sociological thought with economic thought (J. Schumpeter: 
Economic Doctrine and Method, London, 1954, p. 131. 

23. «The rectors having been frightened all confessed willingly except for Socrates 
who said that in no case had he ever acted except in accordance with the law, (Xenophon: 
Hellinica, 1, 11, p. 15). 
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The «Athenian Politea», "Nicomachean Ethios" and "Politics" were 
written during a period when the once flowering Greek City-State was 
the arena of the demagoges, 24 the embezzelers 25 and the aforementioned 

speculators. 

The idea of freedom ceased to have its old meaning and turbulence and 
anarchy replaced it while the idea of the good citizen was abandoned in 
favor of the lackey and the social climber. 

The return of Alcibiades proved to be tne high point of this decay along 
with the condemnation of Socrates, who was punished for refusing to obey 
the new order of lawlessness. Hate dominated where logic once bloomed, 
tne struggle of the classes was intensified 26 and the personal opposition 
of the politicians established even more sertongly the exortations of Socrates 
concerning harmony and of Plato concerning the ideal "Republic" and its 
"Laws". 

Aristotle on his own part wanted to delimit the framework within which 
it would be possible to create the presuppositions for the promotion and the 
imposition of a new rational order based on the middle road combining and 
selecting values. And while he spoke out for this law he did not, however, 
underplay the role of the ethical consciousness of the individual nor his 
ethical autonomy. 27 

24. We know those things about Evoulos from what is mentioned by Aristophanes 
in Plutus (Wealth) where the old man Chremylus refers to guile, injustice and dishonesty 
as the factors in the appointment of the citizen to the highest offices of the city-state 
(Aristophanes: Plutus 35, 40, 45, 50) while the people chose the worst governers (Frogs, 
1455). 

25. Mentioned as the biggest embezzlers are Myrmix, Nicomachos, Archidamus, 
Adeimandus, Pamphylus and Velonopolis (Aristophanes: Frogs, 1.500 and Plutus 175). 

26. B. Metaxas: Political and Social Struggles during the Persian and Peloponessian 
Wars in «Archeion Economikon kai Koenonecon epistimon» ('in Greece) (April June 
1955). 

27. The Greek City-State, as Professor of Philosophy Koutras says very correctly, 
does not has the inexorable character of the subsequent Roman Empire, which was ruled 
by a strict legal and state system. The Greek City-State was at one and the same time 
a state and society with a less legal and more ethical character (D. Koutras: «E koinoniki 
ethiki tou Aristotelous», (in Greek), Athens, 1973, edition EKKE p. 30). This extension 
of the legal and state phenomenon during the schism of the Churches caused Catholicism 
to draw apart from Orthodoxy. 
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The economic ideas of Aristotle spring from precisely this philosophical 
position of his, and on this subject I will speak immediately below. 

* * 

Writers such as Ferrara2 8 , Cannan 2 2 and Schumpeter30 wrongly 
dismiss as without value the economic work of the ancient Greek philoso
phers and that, in my opinion is because they haven't studied them as they 
should. In addition, they do not take into consideration, as they should, the 
shaping of the philosopher's economic ideas nor the manner and the en
vironment in which they were formulated. Just because they present weak 
formulations 31 does not mean that the conceptions of the ancient Greeks 
concerning economic phenomena are not valuable advice.We must not ignore 
the fact that economic theories went through a stage of development, concept
ualization, grounding and completion in their shaping. Thus, Aristotle un
questionably contributed a great deal througn his economic ideas. 

The aim of Aristotle was the prosperity of the City-State along with its 
self-sufficiency sand the division of labor within it of which the basic social 
composition was free and slave : "Now that it is clear (he says) what are 
the component parts of the State we have first of all to discuss household 
management, for every State is composed of households ; household mana
gement, for every State is composed of households ; household management 
falls into departments corresponding to the parts of which the household 
in its turn is composed and the household in its perfect form consists of sla
ves and free men 32 (for the state is not any chance multitude of people but 
one self-sufficient for the needs of life, as we say, and if any of these industries 
happens to be wanting, if is impossible for that association to be absolutely 
self-sufficient). It is necessary, therefore, for the State to be organized on 

the lines of those functions; consequently it must possess a number of farmers 
who will provide the food and craftsmen and the military class, and the 
wealthy and priests and judges to decide questions of necessity and interests 
rests" .3 3 Thus Aristotle on the one hand specifies the macroeconomic (City-

28. Francesco Ferrara: Prologue to Biblioteca dell' Economista, Vol. 11, p. 583. 

29. E. Cannan: A Review of Economic Theory, London, 1929, p. 2. 

30. J. Schumpeter: Economic Doctrine and Method, English trans. London, 1954, 
p. 10. 

31. L. Th. Houmanidis: Istoria Oikonomikon theorion, Prologue. 

32. Aristotle: Politics, XXX I, 2-3, 1253b, 3. 

33. Aristotle: Politics, VII, 8, 1328b, 20-25. 
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State) and the microeconomic (household) in the economy, on the other hand 
through the basic division of society into two classes he gave Marx the 
chance to misinterpret so that he would conceive of the two-class compo
sition of society. The Stagirean, however, examined society and its develop
ment from a different point of view, .because he tried to depict the prevailing 
structure and form of this society statically, while not overlooking its per
manent character, while the prophecy of Marx dynamically and schemati
cally supporting the historical process in the clash of the two, opposed classes, 
was not verified. Beyond that Aristotle as a voluntarist supported social 
balance through the intervention of the city-state, while Marx, a naturalist, 
assumed tnat the overthrown of the establishment was unavoidable due to 
historical necessity. 

Aristotle, along with Xenophon, views the economy as a special science, 
defining its object thus : "But as there are numerous pursuits and arts 
and sciences it follows tha t their ends are correspondingly numerous, the 
end of the science of medicine is health. . . onof domestic economy wealth".34 

He defined this as "riches are an article of use. . . . 35 which . . . . "consti
tutes an abundance of money ownership of land and properties and fur
ther of movables, cattle and slaves remarkable for size, number and beauty." 36 

The Object of the prosperity of the common citizen is health and that, 
if well-understood, means self-sufficiency. Tnis prosperity based on health 
is however, powerless if it is not accompanied by virtue. 37 Self-sufficiency 
is the aim and the greatest possession. "From these things therefore it is 
clear that the City-State is a natural growth and that man is by nature 
a political animal." 38 And the policy on behalf of the City-State is the best 
way to establish prosperity for all of the citizens. "But we should pronounce 
a state happy -he says-having regard not to a particular section of it but 
to all its citizens". 39 

34. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics, I, 1093a. From the above definition Macleod 
maintains that economic science arose from here (H. MacLeod: History of Economics, 
p. 51) Xenophon will define the object of the work of economics as «well-governing his 
own house» (Xenophon: Hellinica, I, 1). 

35. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics, IV, 1120 a. 

36. Aristotle: Rhetoric, 1361a. 

37. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics, I 10-11, 1099b, 30 

38. Aristotle: Politics, 1, 2, 1253a. 

39. Aristotle: Politics VII 9, 1329s, 25 and Nicomachean Ethics 1, 5-6, 1097b, 10 
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Consequently the position of Aristotle regarding wealth is not hostile. 

On the contrary, it's just that the places it within the framework of virtue 

and justice so that the right type of prosperity will come about; without 

that framework prosperity would lead to vulgar pleasure. Aristotle will 

emphasize that when one uses his health with seemliness he is polite and 

worthy, when, however, one is avaricious, a pawnbroker or a profiteer, he 

prefers shame for the sake of money. 40 

The aim of the Stagirean from the beginning was to make the distin
ction between E c o n o m i c s and W e a l t h - g e t t i n g (Χρηματι
στικής). 

Economics refers to the natural wealth which serves the needs of the 

household. Wealth-getting refers to the increase of wealth for wealth's sake 

and without limit. 41 This economics is worthy of praise as it is productive 

but not however, wealtn-getting. 4 2 Tnis wealth-getting always comes about 

with the development of the economy and the increased exchange and is in 

some ways useful Wealth-getting is also useful in case of a surplus of exchange 

due to the self-sufficiency of the household. And that is because the economic 

rationale dictates self-sufficiency, directing economic activity to the most 

economical result through the use of the most economic means for this pur

pose. Life and pleasure - Aristotle says - are bound together : without plea

sure there is no activity. 43 Here we have the seeds not only of the Mar-

ginalists of the end of the 19th century (Carl Menger, Léon Walras, Stanley 
Jevons) but of the present day Neo-Marginalistic views of Hans Mayer, F. 
Hayek, P. N. Rosenstein Rodan, L.Schonfeld, L.,Von Mises, L. Einaudi, R. 
Strigl, J. Schumpeter, François Perroux etc. Thus, according to Aristotle, 
economics is acceptable while wealth-getting despite its stated used is of 
secondary importance having no relation to virtue. Economics refers to the 
satisfaction of needs by farming, fishing and hunting, wealth-getting to the 
satisfaction of one and only one need, the pleasure got from wealth. 

Aristotle examined the nature and the rationale of the economic opera-

40. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics IV, 5, 1120a, 2-3 and IV 3, 1121b, 15-40. 
IV, 3, 1122a, 5-15. Basil the Great would say during Christian times, «Stable wealth is 
worthless, while when it moves and becomes profitable to all, it is fruitful». (J. P. Migne: 
Patralogia Completus Serius. 31. 

41. Aristotle: Politics, I 9, 1275b, 25. 

42. Aristotle: Politics, I 10-11, 1258b, 40. 

43. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics, X, 4-5, 1175a, 25. 
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tions of the individual and the family, tha t is the economics of the house
hold, that of the home. In regard to that he set forth his points of view con
cerning the development of the stages of the economy before the household, 
such as bread-winning in the nomadic, predatory and farming life, in which 
Condorcet will echo him, and referring to the role of exchange within the 
home, the town and the City-State ; a distinction of stages which will later 
be specified by Karl Bûcher. 

Within the household we have from the beginning the natural division 
of labor between, on the one hand, the male-master and the female-mastered 
and the joining of these for the perpetuation of the species through the chil
dren and on the other the division of labor between the master-slaveowner 
and on the other the division of labor between the master-slaveowner and the 
mastered-slave, the former having put into slavery tne latter as a result 
of conquest, a viewpoint subscribed to by historians and sociologists. 44 

The household endeavors to acquire material goods not only for life 
but for the virtuous life and tnis is the goal aimed at by production, which 
aims for the self-sufficiency of the household.45 

Two factors are at work during production, nature and human activity 
(both intellectual and muscular) as well as various rational methods to con
front scarcity and to aquire the means toward the satisfying of and the 
remedying of the needs which move human act ivi ty. 4 6 

Here Aristotle finds the basic cause of the economic activity of man 
and the explanation of the reason for the birth of economic science. 

Production, according to the Stagirean, involves in the beginning the 
creation of the world by the Gods and then the use of goods by man. The 
Church of the Middle Ages was to accept this, the creation of goods by God 
and his lending them to man. 

For the production of economic goods, according to Aristotle, we have 
the small producer who is distinguished as follo\vs : a) the intellectual 
working-man, free citizen overseeing his property or the cultivation of his 

44. R. Thurnwald: L'Économie Primitive, french trans, Paris, 1937, pp. 281, 289, 
306-357. L. Th. Houmanidis: Istoria Oikonomikou Viou, Athens, 1969, pp. 5-6, Ari
stotle: Politics, I, 4. 

45. Aristotle: Politics, I, 1253b. 

46. Aristotle: Politics, I, 1254a. 
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farm, b) the woman-womb producing people, c) the slave-tool47 for the 
production of various material goods and services while, d) other producers 
or free citizens offering services constitute a special and not so acceptable 
social category as not being so noble. 

From this we should take into consideration that in Sparta, before 
Aristotle, free citizens were not allowed to be professionals or artisans while 
in Thebes it was impossible for the professional or artisan to accept public 
office and at one time in Athens, it was proposed they be categorized in 
the slave class. 

Aristotle, in these ideas of his always echoes the perceptions of his time 
which continue to hold sway up to the Romans who distinguished these 
occupations : noble (Honestae, Libérales) and ignoble (Inhonestae, Illi-
berales) 48. 

The produced goods were divided up by Aristotle into c r e a t i v e 
organs (means of production) and p r a c t i c a l (means of consumption). 49 

The former are of two kinds : inanimate material tools and animated (slaves ). 
Consequently we have on one hand the means of production, the t o o l -
slave and on the other the i n d i v i d u a l - slave who executes the de
cisions of the master of the household so that the necessities of the family 
will be met. 50We note this distinction for Aristotle was speaking of slave-
tool-organ of production, since in ancient times physical labor was the basic 
means of production 51 and the slave was considered an object owned by the 

47. During Homeric times the slave was not considered as a simple object but occu
pied a place as a member of the family, working together with its members for the fami
ly's advancement and development in general . The noted progress with the passage of 
time, in terms of economic life, the booty from the wars and the piratical seizures, and 
the development of trade and industry, created propitious conditions for the increase of 
the number of slaves and the creation of a social problem, till the debate concerning sla
very was transferred to the philosophical arena where the liberal ideas of the Sophists 
and the Cynics clashed with the conservative ones of Aristotle. 

48. F. M. Robertis:lI Lavoro nel MondoRomano in «Studi in Onore di Amintore 
Fanfani», Milano, 1962, Vol. 1 pp. 4, and on. 

49. Aristotle: Politics, I, 1254a, 4-5. 

50. Ibid. 

51. Athens, Corinth and Aegina employed 300,000 slaves (P. Bonfante: Storia Kco-
nomica (Parta Prima), Roma, 1938, pp. 65, 67); Marc Bloch attributes the lack of tech
nical progress by the Romans to their large number of slaves (A. Fanfani: Storia Eco-
nomica, p. 128). 
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slaveholder. However, independent of these, according to Aristotle, we have 
the division of labor into: a) Directors and b) Executors, the former taking 
precedence over the latter because of its organizational capacities and here 
Aristotle anticipates Cantillon, Quesnay, lu tgo t , Say, Sidwick and Marshall. 

The position of Aristotle, and in general of the Socratic philosophers, 
opposing physical labor and wealth-getting is justified in its own time. 
First, because they considered the mind as being superior to the body and 
second because they were afraid that it would not assist in the moral re
formation of Greek society. 

Moreover, let us not forget with what contempt Xenophon speaks about 
coarse labor or how Plato in his "Laws" (Book IV, 704 B) suggests the esta
blishment of the City-State far from the sea in order to avoid the vulgar 
professions conducted on the harbor. Aristotle distinguished value- as 
Smith will do as also the other classicists and Marx - in value in use and 
value in exchange. 52 For each good he says - these are two kinds 
of use . . . . a s they are ways of using a shoe, inasmuch as even he that 
barters a snoe for money or food with the customer that wanrs a 
shoe uses it is a shoe, though not for the use proper to a shoe since 
shoes have not come into existence for the purpose of barter».53 Each 
person through the exchange endeavors to get something more useful than 
which he gives and this is because his aspiration toward the exchange is 
and this is because his aspiration toward the exchange is called forth by the 
need which he has for the desired good for the sake of his selfsufficiency 54, 
goods whose degree of utility predetermines their value. «It is therefore 
necessary-he says-that all commodities shall be measured by some stan
dard as we said before. And this standard is in reality demand, which is 
what holds everytning together since if men cease to have wants or if their 

52. Even before An inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations 
(1776) Smith separated value into value-in-use and value-in-exchange; François Ques
nay has termed this «Valeur Usuelle» and «Valeur Vénale», while J. J. Turgot calls ti 
«estimative» and «appreciative». Concerning these see L. Th. Houmanidis: Ε epokeime-
niki peri axias theoria apo tis epohis ton Physiocraton mehri simera», pp. 15, 18. 

53. Aristotle: Politics, I 8-9, 1257a, 5-10. 
54. However, this exchange does not have any bearing on injustice due to inequa 

lity since each one will have the satisfaction of undertaking that which is more desirable 
to him. If, however, during the transaction the one secures superiority over the other 
through speculation than he is unjust. 
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wants alter, exchange will go on no longer, or will he on different lines. 55» 

]3ecauses of these ideas of his concerning value, Aristotle is the forerunner 

of tne theory of subjective value 5 6 which had already been prepared by 

Xenophon, who formulated the point of view that only useful and scarce 

things have value 5 7 . 

So this is the law of value according to Aristotle which governs econo

mics and χρηματιστική. However, the factor of speculation which comes into 

wealth-getting gives a hedonistic form to the exchange until, as is known, 

the stronger profits at the expense of the weaker. Just as Smith provoked 

misunderstandings with his work, the same thing happened with Aristotle. 

The Scholastics, during the Middle Ages, receiving by way of the Arabs 

the incursion of Aristotelian thought, based themselves on a value recogni

sed as socially equal (communis aestimatio) and exchanged according to 

cost or utility, based on the Christian rule of life 5 8 . 

This social computation, whether concerning utility or concerning 

cost, would be -valid for the medieval market. Later between the 16th-18th 

century this just price would be considered by the mercantilists as subject 

to fluctuations according to power so what the one loses the other gains 

55. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics, V 8, 1133a, 1136b, § 19, V 20, 11-12. 

56. L. Houmanidis: Ε epokeimeniki peri axias ttieoria p. 28. And Baldwin accepts 
Aristotle's point of view on subjective value while during the 14th century the Schola
stics added the objective factor of labor or expenditure to the Aristotelian analysis con
cerning value (J. W. Baldwin: The Medieval Theories of the oust Price, Transactions of 
«The American Philosophical Society», 1959, 49, Part 4, p. 12) Schumpeter was to under
line the viewpoint of Aristotle concerning the cost of production (J. Schumpeter: Histo
ry of Economic Analysis, London, pp. 61-62) and was to express doubt concerning the 
subjective viewpoint of value by Aristotle. According to R. de Roover we are not able 
to ignore the perception of Aristotle concerning cost (R. de Roover: Schumpeter and 
Scholastic Economics, «Kyklos» 1957, Vol. 10, p. 130). This was also mentioned by B. 
Gordon, Aristotle and The development of Value Theory in «Quarteily Journal of Eco
nomics», Feb., 1964. Really, the comparison between the work of the shoemaker with that 
of the farmer, which takes place for the exchange of the product of the former for the of 
the latter (Aristotle: Politics, I, II and Nicomachean Ethics, V, 5) on the one hand gi
ves rise to the misunderstanding that the cost is taken as the condition of value and not 
as a characteristic element of it, and on the other hand it anticipated the formulations 
of Ricardo on this subject and others right up to Marx who not only emphasized the so
cial factor in the shaping of value but proceeded on to the distinction concerning the 
«fetishcism» of i'merehandise. 

57. Xenophon: Oeconomicos, 1, 10 and XX 78, Poroi, LV, VL. 

58. L. Th. Houmanidis: Istoria Oikonomikou Viou, p. 295. 
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(relative surplus value), which for the international market would mean 
a commercial tragedy, while the just price for the physiocrats would be 
only that arising from free trade. The followers of Smith will glorify the 
free competitive market based on the law of individual self-interest, main
taining that only thus does the just price arise adjusted to the least cost 
for the individuals and for the society since the sum total of this least cost 
also means the least cost for the market. In the international market free 
competition will bring about a world-wide distribution of labor for a cosmo
politan and at the same time peaceful society. On the other hand, however, 
writers and the fiercest critic of the system, Marx, will disbute this fair 
price since the entire product of the labor of the worker does not come to 
him. And this doubt will also be put forth by the writers on monopolistic 
competition (J. Robinson, A. Lerner) stating that the price for the worker 
does not coincide with the marginal cost and through him the marginal na
tural product becomes larger than the marginal productivity5 9 . 

An Aristotle also examined the case of the monopoly. Since he observed 
that the formulation of price is influenced by the offerers (the makers) 
and the seekers (receivers) and that change in demand basically influences 
prices 60, he also maintained that a price fluctuates under monopolistic si
tuations. 

Aristotle referring to Thaïes of Miletus speaks of the inspiration that 
came to him: he foresaw that there would be a large crop of olives, so he 
rented all the olive presses of Militos and Chios, for minimal rent, so when 
the time came for the harvest he could sub-let them to the oil factory owners 
at a high price. And as Aristotle says, «Thaïes is then reported to have thus 
displayed his wisdom, but as a matter of fact this device of taking an oppor
tuni ty to secure a monopoly is a universal priniciple of business.61» 

Here Aristotle, backed by his principles, admires the creative spirit 
of the philosophers and justifies this monopoly as not having any relation 
to the wealth-getting one. Continuing, he refers to the Sicilian speculators on 

one hand, reiterating everything about monopolies. «There was a man-says-
in Sicily who used a sum of money deposited with him to buy up all the iron 
from the iron foundaries, and afterwards when the dealers came from the 

59. For an analysis of the theory of exploitation, according to Joan Robinson, as well 
as the things concerning the position of the writers against monopoly, see L. Th. Houma-
nidis: Istoria Oimkonomikou Theorion (in Greek) p. 

60. Aristotle: On Peace, V, 1238, 1309. 

61. Aristotle: Politics, I, II, 1259a. 
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trade in centers he was the only seller, though he did not greatly raise the 
price but all the same he made a profit of 100 talents on his capital of 50.62» 
and on the other hand, siding with the behavior of Dionysius, the tyrrant 
of Syracuse, who viewed the act of speculation as not good for the City-
State and forbade it. However, Aristotle does not neglect to emphasize 
that the monoply practiced under the City-State offers revenue and as such 
is acce ptable. «for many states need financial aid and modes of revenue 
like those described (he says); just as household may but in greater 
degree 63». 

Aristotle, however, did not simply examine production, exchange and 
the shaping of value by this, but also the medium of exchange, the currency 
which did not creep into exchanges during the first stages of barter in so
ciety. 64 Then, however, excnanges increased and the distances lengthened, 
so money gained strength facilitating tne exchanges55 and as a means of mea
suring values. These characteristics of currency are due to its ease of transport, 
its easy handling, its symmetry, its portability, its homogenousness, its 
distinctness, its divisibility and the way it can be regulated by law. Hence 
it is a medium of exchange but not, however, a medium for the storing up of 
value, even though it seems to indicate this idea66. 

So Aristotle on the one hand opens the way to Hildebrand helping him 

62. Aristotle: Politics, I, 111-12, 1259a, 25-40. 

63. Ibid. 

64. Through these theories of his Aristotle is established as the pioneer of the theory 
of Bruno Hildebrand who belonged to the Old Historical German School. 

65. Aristotle : Politics, I, 1257a, 35 

66. About this , Schumpeter says, "and finally he recognised money implicitly 
at least as a store of value" (J. Schumpeter : History of Economic Analysis , 
p. 62). From these interpretations Schumpeter theorized that Aristotle accepted the 
internal value of money and that the law would undertake to authenticate 
the metal from which the currency would be minted and the shape in which it would cir
culate (J. Schumpeter : p. 63) Marjorie Crace Hutchinson argues the same saying 
"Aristotle's doctrine that the function of money wrs to serve as a medium of ehcange 
or a measure of value of goods and a store of value or "guaranter against future ceed 
was preserved throught the Middle Ages" (Marjorie rGace Hutchinson : Early Thought 
Economic in Spain, London 1978 p. 87). 
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to distinguish stages of natural, monetary and credit economy while on 
the other hand he denies money any internal value. Maintaining that it 
receive its value from the law, nevertheless he does not entirely deny the 
internal value of money, allowing for the fact that it does not preserve 
this value exactly though it has the tendency to remain stable 67. Also note
worthy is that Aristotle maintained that this value arises from the State 
which thus opens the road to the catallactio theories of modern times 
as was maintained by Knapp, Bendixen etc. On that Aristotle says epi-
grammatically: « . . . this is why money is called 'nomisma' (legal currency) 
because it does not exist by nature but by law (nomos) 68». . . and « . . . but 
at other times on the contrary it is thought that money is nonsense and en
tirely a convention but by nature nothing69». «Money, it is true, is liable 
to the same fluouation of demand as other commodities, for its purchasing 
power varies at different times; but it tends to be comparatively constant. 
Hence the proper thing is for all commodities to have their prices fixed; 
this will ensure that exchange and consequently association, shall always 
be possible. Money then serves as a measure which makes things commen
surable and so reduces them to equality. If there were no exchange there 
would be nc association, and there can be no exchange without equality, 
and no equality without commensurability. Though therefore it is impos
sible for things so different to become commensurable in a strict sense, our 
demand furnishes a sufficiently accurate common measure for practical 
purposes. There must therefore be some one standard and this is accepted 
by agreement (which is why it is called nomisma, customary currency); 
for such a standard males all things commensurable, since all things can be 
measured by money. 70» 

Like Xenophon 71 and Aristophanes, Aristotle considers the demand 
for currency inelastic. Hence when he refers to the household economy of 
the Aristotle is not worried that the money factor can cause disturbances. 

67. Aristotle : Nicomachean Ethics V, 8, 1133a. 25 

68. Ibid, 35 

69. Aristotle ; Politics I, 10 - 11, 1258b. Concerning the ideas of Aristotle on cur
rency see also J. Saint - Germes ; Les Idées Monétaires de la Grèce Antique in «Revue 
d'Histoire Économique et Sociale», pp 23 and on. 

70. Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics V, 8, 1133a, 35 

71. Xenophon characteristically says : "The more silver that appears and the more 
that it thus becomes, the more people there are that come and work for it". (Xenophon : 
Poroi, LV). 
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In the wealth-getting one however, something like that could happen and 

create an anomaly in its function, because money is established as the aim 

of commerce (wealth-getting) and of small trade (momqers - κάπηλοι). 

Indeed wealth is often assumed to consist of a quantity of money because 

money is the thing with which business and trade are employed 7 2». Trade 

means the most profitable and the most secure 7 3 while Aristotle maintains, 

as is that wealth-getting is unnatural enrichment and thus, «this weaith-

getting has no limit in respect of its end 7 4 » . 

Here Aristotle is the pioneer of the following Marxist theory that is 

that the accumulation is seen from the dual consideration of the economy 

by Marx, when he discerned that in the economy of the simple production 

of goods we have C-M-C, with money mediating in the cycle of goods-goods 

and that this developed into the cycle M-C-M, when at the end of the cycle 

arises the surplus value M-C-M-M'. Indeed, Marx paid attention to this 

side of Aristotelian thought. 75 

Based on these ideas of his concerning currency Aristotle examined 

the institution of interest and was of the opinion that money is by nature 

unproductive and is used only as a medium of exchange toward the satisfa

ction of the needs of the consumer in the purchase of goods and as such the 

«taking of interest is not natural, «so that (he Says) this form of business 

of getting wealth is of all forms the most contrary to nature 7 6». Lending at 

interest always constitutes, after trade the second kind of wealth-getting 7 7 , 

and it illicitly augments wealth which is not the supreme product which we 

seek to acquire. Thus Aristotle proved superior to his teacher because Plato 

72. Aristotle ; Politics I, 1257b, 10 

73. Aristotle ; Politics I, 10 - 11, 1258b, 25. This is the most important distinction 
separating things into three branches, those from the land, those from the .sea and those 
specifically fabricated in a shop (ibid). 

74. Aristotle ; Politics I, 1257b. Plato theorized that the desire for wealth should 
not concern the citizens of an ideal Republic, so that limits had to be set on it" (Plato ; 
Laws, 743) 

75. Κ Marx : Das Kapital, (Engl, tr.) Public Publishers, Moscow, Vol. I, p. 150. 
76. Aristotle : Politics, I, 10 - 11, 1258b, 5. Concerning interest, according to Ari

stotle, as deriving from the cycle of labor for money and not from goods, see A. Gray : 
The development of Economic Doctrines, London, 1949, p. 27 

77. Aristotle : Politics, 110 - 11, 1258b, 25.We must not forget that during antiquity 
loans were furnished to landowners, merchants and seamen as well as organized commer
cial and naval enterprises already from the 5th century B.C. while banks sprang up con
tinuously during the period between the 5th and 3rd centuries B.C. 
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finally allowed t h a t in t h e case whereby someone wishes to b u y an object 

and does no t p a y for it w i t h i n a year he should p a y in teres t of one obol a 

m o n t h for "every d r a c h m a owed.78 

A n d t h e F a t h e r s of t h e Medieval Church, were to be influenced by Ar i 

s tot le and would condemn t h e charg ing of in teres t , b u t when t h e idea of 

«Nullus Chr i s t i anous debet esse merca to r» was abandoned then in teres t would 

become a c c e p t e d 7 9 even i f secretly unde r t h i s t h e Church had collected 

i n t e r e s t 8 0 . Anyway , L u t h e r d id no t accept t h e charg in of in teres t and 

only Calvin would jus t i fy i t . 8 1 

A t h i r d k ind of wea l th -ge t t i ng , according to Ar is to t le is t h e exp lo i t a t ion 

of t i m b e r p roduc t s and t h e minera ls b e n e a t h t h e ea r th , and to t h i s ca tegory 

also belongs pa id labor . 

The anc ien t Greeks were p r imar i ly in te res ted in salaried l a b o r . 8 2 Be-

78. Plato : Laws, XL, V.What Xenophon maintained concerning the sharing in those 
profits by those who would share in common by means of their capital in the exploitation 
of the mines of Lavrion, and in their allocating of the dangers among themselves, cannot 
be viewed as usury, except, as rightly maintainaed by Fanfani, as an extension of the 
meaning of capital. (A. Fanfani : Storia delle Dottrine Economiche. Milano - Messina, 
1955 p. 52). Fenoglio has maintained the viewpoint that Xenophon accepted usury in 
these ideas of his. G. Fenoglio : Corso di Storia delle Dottrine Economiche, Torino, 
1931, pp 39 and on. 

79. Usury mainly began to gain ground from the 14th century as the dogma of the 
Church especially under Oresmius began to lose ground. (L. Th. Houmanidis : Istoria 
Oikonomikou Viou, p. 295) . See also the basic book of V. Brants: Esquise des Théories 
Économiques Professées par les Ecrivains des XIII et XIV siècles, Louvain, 1895. From 
the 11th century there is a revival of the economy (R. S. Lopez : Les Influences Orien
tales et L' Eveil Économique de l' Occident in "Cahiers d' Histoires Mondiale" Paris, 
1954, Vol.I. No 3. pp. 594-662). 

80. The monasteries granted loans with a covered interest to the Crusaders through 
the disposition of capital hased on a contract on land mortgage through the which, unti 
the paying back of the loan, the monasteries profited by the produce. (R. Latouche : Les 
Origines de Γ Économie Orientale, Paris, 1956, p. 175 and R. Cenestal : Role des Mona
stères comme Etablissements de Credit Etudies en Normandie du X à la fin du XIII Siècle, 
Paris, 1901, pp 1 - 20. A. Fanfani : Storia Economica, p. 206 and L. Th. Houmanidis 
Mathimata Istorias Oikonomikou Viou, pp. 315 - 316). 

81. Concerning these see, L. Th. Houmanidis : Istoria Oikonomikon Theorion p. 50. 
82. Concerning compensation for labor see Glotz : Le Travail dans la Grèce Ancienne, 

Paris, 1920 and J. Toutain : L'Economie Antique Paris, 1921. pp. 22 and on. also, on 
whether there was paid labor during Homeric times see : P. Guiraud : La Main d'Oeuvre 
Industrielle dans la Grèce Ancienne, Paris, 1900. H. Hasebrock : Trade and Politics in 
Ancient Greece, London, 1933, p. 23. A. Fanfani : Poemi Omerici ed Economia Antica, 
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cause despite the slave-owning establishment there were a minimal number 
of free laborers and clerks 83 although they usually existed without a con-
tract for payment of work; there was also a labor market with town criers 
which played the role of «employment agencies»84. 

Aristotle examines the problem of payment for labor, on the one hand 
for slave labor and on the other for freely offered labor. Generally, acording 
to him there is a difference of compensation because otherwise the crafts 
would have disappeared 85. 

But why did Aristotle correlate physical labor with wealth-getting? 
Because when the purchaser of labor hired someone ne had in view the acqui
sition of profit, or during the bargain the one offering labor sold it at a 
price lower than its value so that the one who hired got rich? 

From the texts of Aristotle the latter supposition is excluded, the for
mer, however, has some basis since he who sold his own labor in order to 
procure the means of life was not able to aquire anything beyond those means 
or to speculate. Consequently paid labor means only being hired out for 
the aquisition of wealth through service. 

The labor of the artisan, who plans on enriching himself, is included 
under wealth-getting because it has no relation to virtue and is vulgar, and 
has no relation with the mind. And only agriculture, the fundamental form 
of ownership was held to be acceptable by Aristotle at that time even though 
he hid not consider it appropriate for the development of virtue and for po
litical ac t s . 8 6 Anyway, according to Aristotle, the various professions were 
necessary because they helped toward self-sufficiency. 

Aristotle also first spoke about the substitution of the factors of produ
ction and especially of labour via capital, demonstrating the significance of 
the transference of craftsmanship from the animate to the inaminate tools, 
also emphasizing the significance of the place an enterprise was founded, 
the professional orientation and the most profit - making type of enter
prise 87. 

Milano 1960 and A. D. Geronda : Archai Ergatikou Dikaiou en ti Archaia Blladi (in 
Greek), Athens, 1968 p. 31. 

83. M. Guiraud : p. 27, 197. H. Prancotte : L'Industrie dans la Grèce Ancienne, 
Bruxelles, 1900 

84. A. Zimmern : The Greek Commonwealth, New York edit., 1931, p. 266. L. Th. 
Houmanidis : Istoria Oikonomikou Vion, p. 86 

85. Aristotle : Nicomacheén Ethics, V. 8, 1133a, 19 

86. Aristotle : Politics, WVII, 8 - 9, 1328b 10 

87. Aristotle : Politics, VI, 2, 1319a and VII, 5, 30, 40. The perceptions of Aristotle 
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Also, Aristotle starting from constancy (ενδελέχεια), that is, the process 

which progressively leads to perfection through the energy and action exi

sting in the inner structure, spoke of economic development and the just 

distribution of wealth, by which the City-State was able to secure its prospe

rity, thus becoming the pioneer of the "welfare economics. Furthemore, the 

economists of today who support esogenip 8 7 a will base their ideas on con

stancy also referred to as "constants" 8 7 b seeking in the inner structure of 

the system the inlying energy and action. Furthmorer ha based this develop

ment on the social balance of the City-State and determined that the regime 

suited to this could not be that of common ownership. And on this subject he 

employed criticism against Plato, Thaleus of Chalkidonis and Hippodamos 

of Mylitos. 

Aristotle examined ownership either as common ownership of the land 

or the product or ownership of both the land and the product. 8 8 Because 

the common ownership of the land would create problems in relation to the 

compensation of each one according to his contribution to the production 

of its products, generally the owners of common goods would more frequently 

come into collison with each other, more that is that the citizens who had 

separate interests. 

So under the system of common ownership the people's lives would 

become unbearable and the result of the living together would be negative 

because it would resemble musical harmony with unison of a rhythm with 

a single foot. "And it is just -he says- to state not only all the evils that men 

will lose by adopting communism, but also all the good things ; and life 

in such circumstances is seen to be utterly impossible. . . . just as if one 

turned a harmony into a unison or a rhythm into a single foot". 89 At the 

are governed by the spirit of the reduced sacrifice first formulated by Aristipus the Cyre-
nian (435 B.C.) K. Bandaloukas : The first manifestations of the managerial thought 
and movement during the Greek Antiquity (University of Thessaloniki), 1969, pp. 28-29. 

87a. G. Demaria : Trattati di Logica Economica. l' Esogeneita, Vol. I, II, ΠΙ, Pa-
dova, 1974. From esogenia comes endogenia. 

87b. G. Palomba : Saggi Gritici, Roma, 1966, pp. 165 and on. 

88. Aristotle : Politics , II, 4 - 5 

89. Ibid, 5, 1263b, 30 - 35 

90. Ibid. 5. 10 
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same time human faults would appear while human joys would disappear.9° 
However, it is true, Aristotle suggests, that the use of ownership con-

tiibutes to the interests of all and is as advantageous as common ownership. 
'For it will possess the merit of both systems, by which I mean the advantage 

of property being common and the advantage of its being private"91 . The 
equality will succeed when the necessary compensation is given to the one 
who surpasses the others and who is worth i t 9 2 . 

Thus Aristotle endeavors to find the middle road, by which the wealth 
of the citizens of the City-State will be apportioned according to a manner 

which excludes social polarity due to the differentiation of property, taking 
into account at the same time the entirety of its citizens. 93 Because for a 
City-State to the saved all its members must desire its existence and the 
preservation 94. When, however, the population seeks to overthrow this de
sirable condition then to avoid the disturbance of the social balance on behalf 
of the prosperity of the City-State, emigration must be adopted.9 5 In this 
Aristotle agrees with the point of view of his teacher Plato 95 extending 
his influence up to modern times. 

Furthermore, on behalf of social balance Aristotle presents us with the 
need of regulating the income, which will bring about corresponding changes 
in political thought, because the powerful are indifferent to t ruth and justice 
while the poor demand for themselves equality and justice. 97 Here is he 
given the opportunity to emphasize the significance of agriculture to which 
people dedicate themselves for the necessities of life, not coverting the pro
perty of others. 98 

Aristotle proceeding with the formulation of his ideas determined that 

91. Ibid. 1263a 25 

92. ibid, 4, 1263a, 10 

93. Ibid, 7, 1266b and the following : "The thing that is of first and primary impor
tance for those in a political society is that the people should be sufficiently supplied with 
the essentials with which to live well". (Aristotle : Politics, VII, 4, 1236b, 5) 

94. Aristotle : Politics, II, 9, 20 

95. Ibid, 11, 1273b, 20 

96. Plato : Laws, 230 735 - 736 

97. Aristotle : Politics, VI, 1318b, 5 

98. Ibid, 1318b, 15 
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a flourishing city-state was not only that which sustained a large population 

which he accepted as necessary, but that which sustained a harmonious 

correspondence between the extent of the land or other natural resources 

and the number of citizens. 99 The natural ciroustances needed excellent 

exploitation, because the City-State is not large or small by reason of the 

number of inhabitants but by reason of its strength which coincides with 

self-sufficiency. " It follows that the lowest limit for the existence of a state 

is when it consists of a population that reaches the minimum number that 

is self-sufficient for the purpose of living the good life after the manner of a 

political community." 1 0 0 

Aristotle characteristically says : "Very much the same holds good a-

bout its territory. As to the question what particular kind of land it ought 

to have, it is clear that every body would command that which is most self-

sufficing (and such is necessary that which bears every sort of produce, 

for self-sufficiency means having a supply of everything and leaking nothing) 

in extent and magnitude ; the land ought to be of a size that will enable the 

inhabitants to live a life of liberal and at the same time temperate leisure" I 0 1 . 

Thus self-sufficiency and prosperity are the final aims of the City-State, as 

Plato maintained elsewelre. And Plato, as is known, in the "Republic" sought 

for the City-State to be situated far from the sea, in order to avoid trade and 

small commerce (κάπηλος) and the vulgar behavior accompanying it thus 

creating a climate of opposition to politically just government, because 

99. Aristotle : Politics, II, 1264a. 25 - 40. Through these ideas Aristotle will in
fluence the scholastics Thomas d'Aquinas and Raoul de Prelles while the Venetian patri
cian Alvise Gornaro (1541) will put forth pessimistic observations concerning the rela
tions of the means of survival to population (A. Fanfani : Squilibrio frapopolazione e 
sussistenze secondo un Patrizio Veneto di Cinquecento in "Rivista Internazionale de 
Scienze Sociale", 1937). And the mercantilist Suessmilch will express fears about the 
increase in population (M. Boldrini : Il Principio délia Popolazione de G. P. Suessmilch 
in "Vita e Pensiero", Milano, 1925) as also Botero discusses its increase beyond the pos
sibilities of the economy while the physiocrat Quesnay and his group seek a balance bet
ween population and the means of provisioning, as the increase of the former has the ten
dency to exceed the increase of the latter. The theory of the danger of population increase 
will be completed by Malthus (L. E. Strangeland : Pre-Malthusiand Doctrines, New 
Tork, 1904 ; R. Gonnard Histoire des Doctrines de la Population, Paris, 1923 and L. 
Th. Houmanidis : Istoria Oikonomikou Vioa pp. 61, 79, 106, 123) 

100. Aristotle : Politics, VII, 4, 1326a, 5. 10. He also says : "it is obvious to all now 
that the best thing for a Republi c is the greatest possible emphasis on the people 
in what concerns their desire for self - sufficiency" (Ibid, 1326b, 25) 

101. Aristotle : Politics, VII, 4, 5, 1326b, 30 - 35. 
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frequent communication with strangers would bring about their influence 

on the laws in force etc. 

Aristotle, however, did not go along with this distinction, observing 

that being in the neighborhood of the sea would be useful to the City-State 

and the fact must not be ignored that, " t h e merchant marine along with na

val power made the state more powerful" 1 0 2 . And because the City-State 

would be able to get defensive help from land and the sea and also because 

it could procure the necessary goods which might be lacking and export the 

excess. "And the importation of commodities that they do not happen to 

have in their own country and the export of their surplus products are things 

indispensable ; for the state ought to engage in commerce for its own Sinte-

rest, but not for the interest of the foreigner. People that throw open their 

market for the world do so for the sake of revenue, but a state that is not 

to take part in that of profit-making need not possess a great commercial 

port" 103. 

Though wealth must constitute the strength of the City-State it must 

also be accompanied by virtue. And it is only the joining of wealth and vir

tue which gives to economics the character of moral science, a point of Ari

stotelian thought which the late Professor Dertilis justly emphasied 1 0 4. 

These are here the economic ideas of Aristotle 1 0 5 who is considered to 

be the only one who penetrated also so deeply into the material organisa

tion of the life of man. 1 0 6 
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